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Abstract 
An isomorphism of group cohomology and equivariant cohomology yields a variation of 
a theorem of P. Webb, describing the p-component of the cohomology with trivial integer 
coefficients of certain finite groups as an alternating sum of cohomologies of local subgroups. 
Let G be a finite group acting admissibly on a finite simplicial complex A, so that if 
a group element stabilizes a cell, it fixes the cell pointwise. This can always be 
accomplished by using the barycentric subdivision of the complex. Let p be a fixed 
prime, and S E G a Sylow p-subgroup. Denote by A9 or AH the fixed point set of an 
element g or subgroup H, and set A(H) = iJ1 icgeH Ag. The normalizer NG( H) acts on 
both A” and A(H). 
If A is the Tits building for a finite Chevalley group in characteristic p, or the 
Quillen complex for any finite group (obtained from the poset of nontrivial elemen- 
tary abelian p-subgroups) then the fixed point sets A9 are contractible for elements 
g E G of order 191 = p. P. Webb’s theorem [ 12,133 describes the p-component of the 
Tate cohomology of G with coefficients in any finitely generated Z [ Cl-module A4 as 
an alternating sum of the cohomologies of the isotropy groups: 
I?“(G;M), = 1 (- l)dim”~(G,;M),. 
as/l/G 
Several geometries have been constructed for the sporadic simple groups, for 
example see [3,9], but at the prime p = 2 only four of these satisfy the necessary (and 
sufficient) Euler number condition on fixed point sets for Webb’s theorem [lo]. For 
the Mathieu group MI2 and the Hall-Janko-Wales group J2, there are l-dimensional 
geometries uch that the fixed point set of a noncentral involution is a forest consisting 
of five components. Therefore, Webb’s theorem implies the existence of some coeffic- 
ient module A4 for which the appropriate alternating sum formula is not valid. 
However, in [7,8] the author has proven that these formulas do hold for M = Z or 
any other trivial coefficients. The Quillen complex was computed at the prime p = 2 
for each group, but these results also follow from Theorem 2 of the present paper. The 
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proof will involve the use of equivariant cohomology, and the control of strong 
p-fusion in the group G. Cohomology formulas with trivial coefficients are related to 
stable splittings of classifying spaces. 
Lemma 1. Assume thatfor each element g E S of order 191 = p, thejixed point set A9 is 
a disjoint union of [F,-acyclic components. Then 
(a) For each nontrivial subgroup H c S, thejxed point set A* is a (possibly empty) 
disjoint union of if,-acyclic components. 
(b) For 1 # K G H E S, each component qf AK contains at most one component 
of AH. 
Proof. Smith theory [ 11,2, p. 18 l] states that an action of the cyclic group Z/pZ on an 
if,-acyclic space has an [F,-acyclic fixed point set. Since H is a p-group, it has a normal 
series with each factor group equal to Z/pZ. Since A9 is not necessarily connected, it is 
possible for A” to be empty. Otherwise, apply the Smith theory to the stabilizer of 
each component. 
For K _c H, we have AH c AK. Construct a normal series K = KO G K1 c 
... c K, = H, with each Ki a normal subgroup of Ki+ 1. Thus Ki+ 1 acts on AK’. Let 
X denote a component of AK which intersects An nontrivially. This intersection I is 
also contained in each AK,, and so Ki+l stabilizes the components of AK’ which 
contain some point of I. Apply the Smith theory again. Since X is if,-acyclic, so is 
XK’ = X,AK’,(XKI)KZ = XnAK’, etc. Thus I = X n AH is IF ,-acyclic, and in particu- 
lar is connected. 0 
Lemma 2. Under the same condition as Lemma 1, the complex A(S) = U1 + gss A9 is 
a disjoint union of If,-acyclic components. 
Proof. For each subgroup H c S, let 1 HI denote the simplicial complex derived from 
the poset of nontrivial subgroups of H. Note that 1 HI is contractible since the poset 
has a unique maximal element. Consider the two spectral sequences [2, pp. 165, 2651 
associated to the double complex 
Cij = @ Cj(lS,l) = @ Ci(A’(S)), 
a~ci(.M)) rscj(lW 
where S, is the isotropy group of the cell g under the action of S, r is a chain of 
subgroups 1 # H, s HI 5 ... s Hj E S, and A’(S) = AHi is the fixed point set of the 
action of Hj on A(S). The first spectral sequence satisfies E,$, = Ci( A( S)), being zero 
elsewhere. Then E$ = E,“P, = Hi( A(S); IF,) and is zero elsewhere. 
Part (a) of Lemma 1 implies that the second spectral sequence satisfies 
Ej,, = &ojCISI) H,(A’(S); EP), and is zero elsewhere. To compute the d’-differential, 
consider the map HO(AH; lFP) -+ H,( A K; ffP) for K E H. Each homology group has 
a canonical basis given by the components of the fixed point sets. Part (b) of Lemma 
1 implies that the chain complex Ei,O p s lits into [F,-acyclic summands, each being 
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equal to C,( IHI) for some subgroups H E S. Each summand corresponds to a com- 
ponent X of d(S), such that H is the maximal subgroup of S whose fixed point set 
intersects X. Therefore, E2 = E” is zero everywhere xcept at the origin. 
A comparison of the two spectral sequences hows that d(S) is a disjoint union of 
if,-acyclic components. 
Remark. Let X be a component of A(S), and let H c S be the stabilizer of X. Since 
X is If,-acyclic and H is a p-group, X H is also IF,-acyclic, thus nonempty and 
connected. H is the maximal subgroup of S such that X n AH is not empty. X can be 
described as the union, as g # 1 varies over the elements of H, of the component of A9 
containing X n AH. A subgroup H E S is the stabilizer of some component of A(S) if 
and only if there is a component Y of AH such that for every subgroup K satisfying 
H 5 K c S, Y n AK is empty. In particular, if As # 8, then each component of As leads 
to a component of A(S) stabilized by S. 
Lemma 3. Let S denote a Sylow p-subgroup of a finite group G. Assume that G acts 
admissibly on a finite simplicial complex A. Then the restriction maps for the 
p-components of both group cohomology and equivariant cohomology are injective, and 
have images equal to the G-stable elements. 
Res~:@‘(G;Z),---+ A”($ Z), Res~:A”o(A;Z),- @(A;Z). 
Proof. (Brown [2, p. 841). The proofs involve the transfer maps and the double coset 
formula. The latter follows from the action of S on the cosets G/S, the stabilizer of the 
coset gS being SngSg- ‘. The proofs for group cohomology and equivariant co- 
homology are identical. The equivariant cohomology situation is also related to the 
cohomology of the Bore1 construction Ec x GA, and the result follows from consider- 
ing the appropriate stable p-local maps of the associated spectrum. 0 
Theorem 1. Assume that ajnite group G acts admissibly on afinite simplicial complex 
A. Also assume: 
(1) For each g E G of order 1 g 1 = p, Ag is a disjoint union of [F,-acyclic components; 
(2) As is nonempty, for a Sylow p-subgroup S 5 G; 
(3) No(H) acts transitively on the components of AH for each subgroup H s S. 
Then the canonical map from Tate group cohomology to equivariant cohomology 
A”(G;Z),- t?“,(A;z), 
is an isomorphism of the p-components, using trivial integer coeficients. 
Remark. It is only necessary to assume (3) for those subgroups H s S which are the 
stabilizers of some component of A(S), but in the applications it will be valid for every 
subgroup H c S. 
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Proof. The canonical map from group cohomology to equivariant cohomology is 
induced by the quotient map from A to a single point. Choose a vertex x E As; the 
inclusion (x} c A is an S-invariant map and so induces @s( A; 27) -+ I?“( S; Z). There- 
fore, I?n(S;iZ’) is a split summand of As(A; Z). The usual transfer and restriction 
argument implies that Z?“( G; Z), is a split summand of t?n( S; Z), and A”,( A; Z), is 
a split summand of As( A; Z). Therefore, @‘(G; Z), is a split summand of A;;( A; Z),. 
Since the cells of A that are not in A(S) are freely permuted by the action of the 
Sylow subgroup S, we have As( A;Z) = As( A(S); Z). A spectral sequence for 
equivariant cohomology [2, p. 1811 has E?“’ = I?“( S; H”( A(S); Z)). Recall that A(S) 
is a disjoint union of IF,-acyclic components, and so the Universal Coefficient The- 
orem implies that for m > 0, H”( A(S); Z) is torsion relatively prime to p. Since S is 
a p-group, the cohomology of S with coefficients that are torsion relatively prime to 
p is zero. Thus the spectral sequence collapses, and we have &( A( S); 27) = 
A”(S;H’(A(S);Z)). 
Shapiro’s lemma now yields the description 
where Hi c S is the stabilizer of a component Xi of A(S), and the collection {Xi} form 
a choice of representatives for the orbits of the action of S on the components of A(S). 
The canonical map A”( S; 77) -+ ps( A; Z) is given by @i Res&. Since As # 8, we may 
assume that Hr = S. 
We next show that the G-stable elements in ps(A; Z) are in the image from 
A”(S; H). Let oi cli denote a G-stable element of ps( A; Z), with each C(i E I?n( Hi; Z). 
In particular, cur E A”(S;Z). We will show that ai = ResiJar). For simplicity of 
notation, for any i 2 2 denote CI = Cli, H = Hi, and X = Xi, the representative com- 
ponent of A(S) with Hi = Stab(Xi) under the action of S on A(S). 
Note that X1 contains a component of As, so X1 contains a unique component of 
A”. Since N,(H) acts transitively on the components of AH, we can choose an element 
g in this normalizer satisfying g - (X1 n A”) = X n AH. Clearly H E S n Sg ‘, where Sgm ’ 
is the conjugate Sylow subgroup gSg_‘. Let h E SnSgm’. Choose a vertex 
xEXlnAScXlnAH.ThenhES,andhfixesgxsinceg-’hgES.ButgxEX,which 
implies that h stabilizes X. Therefore, h E H, and H = S nSgm’ = SnSg. 
The discussion concerning the equivariant cohomology of the Sylow subgroup 
S applies equally well to the p-group H. Thus &( A; Z) = @j An( K,; Z), where each 
subgroup Kj c H is the stabilizer of a component Yj of A(H), and { Yj} is a set of 
representatives for the action of H on the components of A(H). We may assume that 
Yr G X1 and Y2 = X. Clearly K2 = H, but we also have K1 = H since Yr contains 
X1 n As. The restriction map in equivariant cohomology from S to 
H=SnSg’ = S n Sg maps cur to Re& tlr ) and acts as the identity on CI. Next, note 
that gY1 = YZ. The stability condition with respect to g implies that c( = Re&ar). 
This last step is the only time it is necessary to use trivial coefficients; otherwise, g acts 
not only to permute the component supporting the class Resi(clr) to that of CL, but 
also acts on the coefficients. 
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Finally, we need to show that c(r is a G-stable element of fi”(S; Z). For an arbitrary 
element g E G, apply the above discussion to the groups SnSg-’ and SnSg. The 
equivariant cohomology of the first group splits into the sum of cohomologies of 
subgroups Ki, each corresponding to a component of Yi of A( S n Sgel), with K 1 equal 
to Snsg~’ .The equivariant cohomology of the second group S n Sg splits into the sum 
of cohomologies of the groups KY, corresponding to the components 9-l. Yi. The 
conjugation map Con, acts to take the cohomology I?“( Ki; Z) corresponding to the 
component Yi to the cohomology I?n(Kf;Z) corresponding to the component 
9-l ’ Yi. 
The restriction maps from the equivariant cohomology of S depend on the inclu- 
sions of components Yi and g- ’ . Yi into components conjugate to certain Xj, where 
the Xj are representative components of A(S) under the action of S. Consider 
tll E B”(S;Z), corresponding to the component X1. This class has restriction 
ResgnSum 1 ( czl) E I?“( S n Sg- ‘; Z) corresponding to the component YI . Then the map 
Con, takes this class to Re&& aI) E I?“(S n Sg; Z) corresponding to the component 
9 -’ . YI. Assume that Xj is the component containing 9-l . Y,. Since @ai is 
a G-stable element of equivariant cohomology with Ccj = Res;,(cr,), we see that 
Con, Res&l(crI) = Re$‘& Res~j(~l) = Res&( al). 
Example 1. Let G = G&( F,), a simple group of order 168 = 23 - 3 - 7, with A the 
corresponding Tits building, a trivalent graph with 14 vertices and 21 edges. At the 
characteristic prime p = 2, Webb’s theorem applies, since A9 is contractible for each 
involution g E G. Note that assumption (2), and of course assumption (3), hold when 
A9 is connected and [F,-acyclic. At the prime p = 3, however, the fixed point sets A9 for 
/g ) = 3 consists of two points. The normalizer NG( Z/32) = C3 does not act transitive- 
ly, and Z?$(A)3=fi”(G)3@Z?(G)3. At the prime p=7, Ag=@ for \g1=7; 
fi;( A)7 = 0. 
Definition. Let S E G be a Sylow p-subgroup of a finite group G. We say that 
a collection 9 = { Pj} of subgroups of G controls strong p-fusion if for each subgroup 
H z S and element g E G such that the conjugate Hg = g- ’ Hg E S, then there exist 
elements gi E G satisfying 
(1) 9 = 9192 .‘. !&I; 
(2) Ho = H, and Hi = Hg’g2..‘gi s S for 1 5 i < n; 
(3) gi = cixi with xi an element of some Pj E 9, and Ci an element of the centralizer 
ZG(Hi_1) for 1 I i I n. 
Proposition 1. Assume that 9 = { Pj} controls strong p-fusion in G. Then 9 controls 
stability for cohomology with trivial coeficients; that is, a class c1 E i?*( S; Z) is stable 
with respect to all g E G if and only if it is stable with respect to all g E Pj E 9. 
Proof (Also see [6]). Assume that c( is stable with respect o all g E Pj E 9. Let g E G 
be arbitrary, and set H = Ho = Sn Sg ‘. Then Hg = S nSg s S and so we have 
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B = Ylg2 ‘.. Yn and gi = cixi from the definition of control of fusion. Since 
Hi=Hg~,=Hicl.,,andeachHicS,wehaveHiESnSx1andHi-1cSnSX1’.Also 
note that a centralizing element acts as the identity on cohomology taken with trivial 
coefficients. The proposition follows by considering the diagram: 
A*(Hi(,;L) con r, 'A*iHi;L) 
The lower square always commutes; the upper triangle commutes when applied to the 
class a by assumption. 
Corollary. If 9 = { Pj} controls strong p-fusion in G, and every subgroup Pj E 9 
contains the given Sylow p-subgroup S E G, then for the p-components of cohomology 
taken with trivial integer coeficients, we have 
A*(G;Z)p = 0 I?*(Pj;Z), 
both sides considered as subgroups qf I?*( S; Z). 
Remark (Holt [6]). If 9’ = { Pj) is a conjugation family [l], then we obtain these 
results for the p-component of cohomology with coefficients in an arbitrary Z[G]- 
module. 
Let a group G act admissibly on a simplicial complex d, and denote the quotient 
map by 4: A + A/G. Choose a transversal T: A/G -+ A, a set map lifting each cell of 
the quotient to a representative cell of A. For each cell o E A/G, let P, denote the 
isotropy group of the lift; P, = G,(,,. For each cell a E A, choose a group element 
g = g(cc) such that g- ‘c( = r(q( z)), the chosen representative in the orbit of CX. The 
choice of g enables us to give an injection P, L P, for a face /I E da in A/G. Thus we 
have a complex of groups on the quotient A/G, a higher dimensional analogue of 
a graph of groups. 
For each subgroup H E G, construct a simplicial complex Trr with each cell 
corresponding to a P,-conjugacy class of the elements of the set { Hg z P,, g E G}, 
where Hg = g-‘Hg. Denote the cell by [a, Hg], which is homeomorphic to the cell 
0 E A/G. Note that [a,, Hg’] = [oz, Hg*] iff err = cr2 and the two subgroups 
Hgl G P,, and Hg2 c P,, are conjugate via an element g E P,,; Hg2 = Hglg. The 
attaching maps in rH are determined by the injections P, c P, for each face @ E 80. 
Lemma 4. (Also see [4, p. 56, Ex. 123.) AH/NG(H) N rM. 
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Proof. Construct a simplicial isomorphism $: dH/NG( H) -+ rH by the formula 
$[a] = [q(c(),Hg’“‘]. Since tl E AH, g(g)-lm E AH”‘“. But g(x)-‘a = r(q(a)), and so 
Hg@’ C_ PqtcrI. The map 4 is well defined, since if y E N,(H), then 4[y~] = 
[q(ya), Hg’ya’] = [q(M), HgCya)], which is equal to [q(u), Hg(‘)] = [q( c(), Wg(“‘] since 
the element g(a))‘y~‘g(ya) is in Pqtl), that is g(a))‘y-‘g(ysc)z(q(r))= 
g(a))‘y-‘ya = g(a))‘% = z(q(cc)). Note that the map 4 does not depend on the 
choice of g(cc)EG, since if g;‘a=g;lC(=r(q(a)), then g;1g2EP4(a). Thus 
4 [gt( o)] = [a, Hg], and if Hg E P, then gz( 0) E AH. Therefore, 4 is surjective. Lastly, 
if $[c(~] = 4[az], then q(al) = q(a,) and there exists an element YE P4Calj such 
that H&k) = H&I)Y. 
We have dal)yg(~2)-’ E Ndff), and g(al)yg(a2)-1x2 = 
g(rl)ys(q(a2)) = g(xI)yT(q(zl)) = g(al)T(q(al)) = x1 . Therefore, 4 is injective. 0 
The following lemma will be used to compute a spectral sequence in Theorems 
2 and 3. 
Lemma 5. Assume that a Jinite group G acts admissibly on u complex A, and that the 
quotient A/G is the standard n-simplex. Assume that representative cells in A have been 
chosen, with P the isotropy group of the n-cell, and ( PI,. . , P,+ 1 ) the isotropy groups of’ 
the vertices. Assume that representatives have been chosen so that P is a subset of all the 
other isotropy groups, that P contains u Sylow p-subgroup S of G, and that the set 
(P I, ... , P,+ 1 } controls strong p-fusion in G. Finally, assume that the quotient map,from 
A to a point induces isomorphisms in the p-components of cohomology fim(G; Z), z 
fi;( A; Z),. 
Then the spectral sequence,for the p-component of equivariant cohomology satisfies 
n+ 1 
EOJn = EO.rn 
5 2 = n fim(~~;z)r. 
i== 1 
Proof. The spectral sequence [2, p. 1733 has E’;* equal to the sum of the cohomologies 
of the isotropy groups of the representative i-cells of A, and the d,-differential is given 
by restriction maps. Since each isotropy group contains the Sylow p-subgroup S, the 
restriction maps are injective, and so we obtain the intersection formula for Ei.“‘. The 
control of strong p-fusion by the isotropy groups of the vertices implies that the 
p-component of the cohomology of the group G is also isomorphic to the given 
intersection. But this isomorphism factors through the equivariant cohomology, 
n+1 
I?‘(G;Z&, Y @(A;Z),--HE;~ G .@“‘z JJ, fim(pi;z)p. 
This factorization follows from considering the map of equivariant cohomologies 
induced by the G-invariant inclusion A0 c_ A, where A, denotes the vertices of A. The 
identification I?;( do; Z), N l$” is Shapiro’s lemma. 
Since this composition is an isomorphism, we must have the inclusion (and the 
surjection) being an isomorphism. 
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Note that we also have that E’;’ = 0 for i > 0, but this might occur because of 
internal differentials. The lemma states, however, that there are no differentials except 
dI originating from the E$* column. 
Theorem 2. Assume that a finite group G acts admissibly on a graph A, and that the 
quotient A/G consists of a single edge and its two vertices (G is edge transitive but not 
vertex transitive). Choose representative cells in A, with P, PI, and P2 the isotropy 
groups of the edge and two vertices respectively. We may assume representatives have 
been chosen so that there are injections P E PI and P 5 Pz. Assume: 
(1) For each g E G of order 191 = p, Ag is a forest (a disjoint union of trees); 
(2) S c P for a Sylow p-subgroup S s G; 
(3) {PI, P2} controls strong p-fusion in G. 
Then we have, with trivial integer coefficients: 
(a) t?“(G;Z)p = I?“(P,;Q,nl?“(P,;Z),. 
(b) There is a split short exact sequence 
0- A”(G;Z!),- A~(P,;Z),@I?“(P,;Z),--+ A”(P;Z) p-o* 
(c) A”(G;Z), = @‘(PI *rP2;Z)r. 
Proof. The corollary to Proposition 1 gives us formula (a). The control of fusion also 
implies that the normalizer NG( H) acts transitively on the components of AH for every 
subgroup H E S, that is the graph I-, constructed for lemma 4 is connected. Since S is 
a Sylow p-subgroup for P, PI, P,, and G, we may represent each cell [ 0, Hg] of r, 
with Hg c S. The control of strong p-fusion yields g = clxlcZxZ ... c,x, with Xi E P, 
or XiE Pz. Removing the centralizing elements yields the group element 
g’ = x1x2 ... x,, obtaining Hg’, which equals Hg, by travelling along a path in fH 
starting at the cell [o, H]. The connectivity of rH now follows from the connectivity 
of A/G. 
Clearly As is nonempty, so the conditions for Theorem 1 are satisfied. We have 
a canonical isomorphism of the p-components of group cohomology and equivariant 
cohomology, induced by the quotient map from A to a point. 
As in Lemma 5, the spectral sequence [2, p. 1731 for the p-component of equivariant 
cohomology l@(A;Z), has @” = I?“(P,;Z),@I?“(P2;Z), and E:,“= F?(P;Z),, 
being zero elsewhere. The differential dI : Ey,” ---t E:*” is a difference of the two 
restriction maps, and the sequence collapses at E2 = E,. On the p-components each 
restriction is injective, so the kernel of d, is precisely E?“(P,;Z),nA”(Pz; Z), = 
I?“( G; Z), = &( A; Z),. Since EC = 0, the dl-differential must be surjective. The 
exact sequence of formula (b) is just the E,-page of the spectral sequence, combined 
with formula (a). 
The splitting necessary to conclude formula (b) can be obtained from the transfer 
map from the cohomology of P, to that of G. This transfer map is surjective on the 
p-components, and splits the inclusion of the p-component of the cohomology of G, up 
to the isomorphism given by dividing by the index [G: P,]. 
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There is a quotient map from the amalgamated product PI *p PZ to G, since the 
former is universal realization of the graph of groups A/G. Formula (c) is actually 
equivalent o the existence of the two formulas (a) and (b), although the proof given in 
[7] uses iF,-coefficients to avoid worrying about splitting. 
Alternatively, formula (c) can be obtained from the following observation. Let G be 
a group acting on a contractible d, so that @(d”; M) = A”( G; M) for any .Z[ G]- 
module M as coefficients. Assume K c G is a normal subgroup which acts freely on d’. 
Set G = G/K and A = d/K. Then A”,( A; M) = &( d; M) for M a Z[G]-module, 
given a Z[G”]-structure via the quotient G -+ G. 
In our situation, G = PI *p P2 acts on a tree j. G is a realization of the given graph 
of groups A/G, so there is a quotient from the universal realization C? to G. The kernel 
K acts freely on the tree since G is a faithful realization, so K is a free group of finite 
index in G”. We have I?( P, *p PZ; M) = A”,( A; M) for any Z [ G]-module M. Formula 
(c) follows from an application of Theorem 1, if trivial coefficients are used. 
Observe that H’(K; F,) is an acyclic lF,[G]-module; consider the Lyndon-Hoch- 
schild-Serre spectral sequence for the group extension, combined with the cohomo- 
logy isomorphism from Theorem 1. Alternatively, we have K = nl( A) and 
H’( K; F,) = H’( A; IF,); apply the equivariant cohomology spectral sequence. In the 
following two examples, H’( A; F,) is not a projective module. 
Example 2 (Maginnis et al. [S]). Let G be the Mathieu group M12, and let p = 2. 
G has two conjugacy classes of involutions, and contains four maximal 2-local 
subgroups: PI = Qs: S4 = 2if4: S3 (the centralizer of a central involution), P2 = 
4’ : Dl 2, P3 = A, x S,, and P, = Ss x 2. Therefore, these four groups control stability 
with arbitrary Z [ G]-module coefficients. However, { Pl , P2} controls strong 2-fusion, 
since P, nP, = A4 x 2 controls fusion in P3, and P, nP4 = S4 x 2 controls fusion in 
P4. Note that P = Pl n P2 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Let A be the coset geometry based on PI, Pz, and their intersection P, first studied 
by Goldschmidt [S]. For a central involution y, the fixed point set Ag is contractible, 
a ball of radius 4. For a noncentral involution g, A9 consists of five components, each 
a ball of radius 2. Therefore, Theorem 2 applies, yielding cohomology formulas valid 
for trivial coefficients. Note that the condition for Webb’s theorem is not satisfied, and 
so there exists some nontrivial Z[G]-module M for which the alternating sum 
formula is not valid when using coefficients M. This implies that the canonical map 
A”( G; M), + E?nG(A; M)2 is not an isomorphism, since equality along with the 
equivariant cohomology spectral sequence would yield the alternating sum formula. 
Therefore, Theorem 1 cannot be extended to the case of nontrivial coefficients. 
Example 3 (Maginnis and Ronan and Stroth [7,9]). Let G be the Hall-Janko-Wales 
group JZ, with p = 2. There are two conjugacy classes of involutions, and three 
maximal 2-local subgroups: Pl = 21+4: As, P, = 22f4: (3 x S,), and P, = A4 x A,. 
{P,, Pz} controls strong 2-fusion, since Pz nP, = A4 x A4 controls fusion in PJ. Note 
that P = P nP = 2!+4: A, = 22+4: 1 2 (3 x 2) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup. Let A be 
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the coset geometry based on PI, P,, and P. For a central involution, A9 is a contract- 
ible ball of radius 3. For a noncentral involution, dg consists of five components, each 
a ball of radius 1. Theorem 2 yields cohomology formulas valid for trivial coefficients. 
Theorem 3. Assume that aJinite group G ucts admissibly on a 2-dimensional simplicial 
complex A, and that the quotient A/G is the standard 2-simplex. Choose representative 
cells in A, with PI, Pz, and P3 the isotropy groups of the three vertices, P,,, P13, und 
P13 the isotropy groups of the three edges, and P the isotropy group of the 2-cell. We may 
assume representatives have been chosen so that there are injections P E Pij c Pi. 
Assume: 
(1) For each g E G of order 11~1 = p, AC is a disjoint union of [F,-acyclic components; 
(2) S G P for a Sylow p-subgroup S c G; 
(3) {PI, P,, P3} controls strong p-fusion in G. 
Then we have, with trivial integer coeficients, an exact sequence: 
O- I?“(G;Z)r- A”(P1;Z)pOE?“(P2;Z)pOA”(P3;~)p 
-A”(P1*;Z)pOE?“(P,3;Z)pOt?.(P23;~)p- E?“(P;Z) r- 0. 
Proof. The argument is similar to that for Theorem 2. Note that the control of strong 
fusion and Theorem 1 allows us to use Lemma 5. Therefore, since A is 2-dimensional, 
there do not exist any d,-differentials. The spectral sequence collapses, and the proof 
of Lemma 5 shows that E’;.’ = 0 if i > 0. The exact sequence is the E,-page of the 
spectral sequence for the p-components of equivariant cohomology. 
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